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We have already reported energy-dependence of maximum Lyapunov exponent (MLE) in one-dimensional Lennard-Jones (LJ) system. 1), 2) As a result, the energydependence is classified into four characteristic regions as the energy of the system increases: (1) quasiperiodic, (2) weakly chaotic, (3) plateau and (4) strongly chaotic regions.
The existence of the plateau region, in which the energy-dependence is insensitive, is a remarkable feature of LJ system, different from Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) and soft-core system. (See Fig. 1 .)
In this report, we give the details of the characteristics of dynamical property in the plateau region, by calculating distribution of local MLE with comparing with FPU system. in LJ system and (b) in FPU system. Numerical convergency has been confirmed for various initial conditions. Some specific kinetic energy EK used in Fig. 2 are shown by arrows. * ) E-mail address: okabe@tsphys.eng.niigata-u.ac.jp * * ) E-mail address: hyamada@cc.niigata-u.ac.jp A drastic change appears in the distribution between weakly chaotic region and plateau region. In the weakly chaotic region (E k = 0.046) the distribution form is almost Gaussian, on the other hand, in the plateau region (E k = 0.91) a sharp peak appears around [λ 1 ] τ ≈ 6 and the other part distributes flatly. We call the peak first peak in order to distinguish from second peak which begins to appear in strongly chaotic region. The distribution in FPU system is given in Fig. 2(b) . It is evident that the distribution form is almost Gaussian for any energy.
We have investigated an exponent λ max A which is defined based on local instability of the system, λ max A = |α min (t)| where α min is a minimum negative eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix of the total potential function. In FPU system, there is no local instability λ max A because the total potential function is convex function. As a result, it has been suggested that the first peak in the distribution of local MLE is strongly related to the local instability. The details are given in Refs. 4) and 5).
